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1. Fill in the blanks :

a) If aeR is suchthat 0(44s forevery t>0, thena=

Max. Weightage : 30

c) suo il-l'n,**tu]='LLnm)

d) The set of all x e R. that satisfy l*' - I l< 3 is (Wt. Lx1=1)

Answer any six from the following. Weight L each :

2. It a and b are rationals and b * 0 then show that a +bJi is irrational.

3. For all x, y € R, prove that lxy[ = l*llyl
/r\

4. Prove that the sequence [;,J .orrerges to zero.

5. Show that a convergent sequence of real numbers is bounded.

6. Show that every convergent sequence X - (xn) of real numbers is a Cauchy

sequence.

7. Prove that an absolutely convergent series in R. is convergent.

8. State the integral test.

9. Define continuity and uniform continuity. Give an example of a function which

is continuous but not uniformly continuous.

10. If f :A-+R, AcR.,isalipschitzfunctionthenshowthatfisuniformlycontinuous
on A' 

P.T.o.
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Answer any seven from the following. Weight 2 each :

12. Prove that the set of real numbers is not countable,

13. Show that a sequence in R can have at most one limit.

14. If 0 < b < 1, show that lim (b") = 0.

15. Define a contractive sequence and prove that every contrActive sequence is a
Cauchy sequence.

s1
16. Show that the series *f is convergent.

17. State and prove that Abet's test for infinite series.

18. Letlbeaninterval and f :I+Rbe continuousonl. Let a,beI and ke R. satisfies

f(a) < k < f(b). Then prove that there exists a point C eI between a and b such

that f(c) = 11.

19. If I is an interval and f : I + R is continuous then prove that f(I) is an interval.

20.Letf ;I+R be an increasingfunction onI, where IER is an interval. If ceI
and C is not an end point of I, then prove that 1i*-f =Sup {f(x):xe I, x<c}.

Answer any three f,rom the following. Weight 3 each :

2t. lfS is a non-ernpty subset of R., proYe that Sup (a + S) = a + Sup S, wherea eR,.

22. State and prove the density theorem: .

23. State and prove the monotone convergence theorem.

24. State apd prove the maximum-minimum theorem.

25.Let IgR be an interval and let f :I-+R be strictly monotone and continuous'

on I. Then proye thatthe function g inverse to f is strictly monotone and continuous

on J = f(I).


